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"I’ve always loved photography. For someone who has been telling
her children that they can do anything... I thought it was time I
took up the opportunity to pursue my passion.”
Anne McCallum , PSC First Year Student
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We offer a creative environment
that is second to none.
Stand out from the crowd
It seems everyone thinks they're a photographer and
images are everywhere! At PSC we know the essence
of professional image making and how you can get
your images to stand out from the crowd.
If you love travel photography, landscape, people, fashion,
portraiture and want great results or dreaming of a career
change then our part time course options are for you!
You learn creative practice, professional technique and to
step outside your comfort zone. You discover how to see
in more creative ways, use light to create mood and really
start to use your camera and workflow like a professional.

In our Pro Certificate course there’s an emphasis on
face to face seminars, group tutorials and intensive
workshops together with self directed shooting and
tangible feedback.
Whether you’re a beginner or a more experienced,
you’ll be inspired and learn how to take your
photography to the next level.

Students require
A DSLR camera, portable hard drive, a subscription to
Adobe Creative Cloud for photographers (student
discount) and a laptop.

Perfect blend of the creative and technical

Course start dates

Our course has the perfect blend of the creative,
technical and image review in every class - so you learn in
a fun, dynamic and professional way.

Option 1
Option 2
Option 3

You meet people who also love photography, get tangible
feedback on your photos and your creative process.

More start dates available in late Feb & March

It’s exciting, enjoyable and often can be life changing…
our experience shows this is how you make great
photographers!

Monday 22 January 2018 - Evening class
Tuesday 13 February 2018 - Evening class
Friday 02 February 2018 - Day class

Get started
Enrol now online at
www.psconline.edu.au/catalogue/stage-1
Evening and day classes available.

Experience our dynamic content
Experience the latest professional techniques and
second to none specialised facilities in our dynamic
face to face classes.

Contact us now to find out more about
our flexible part time options:
03 9682 3191

info@psc.edu.au
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20 WEEK PROGRAM

20 WEEK PROGRAM

Creative camera and capture

Folio project and advanced capture

20 sessions (3 hrs)

20 sessions (3 hrs)

Be inspired, gain feedback, explore light, colour and the
essential camera technique. Investigate photographic
genres, use your camera in more creative ways and work
in a digital environment using professional workflow.

Building creativity in photographic practice and applying
advanced camera practice. You produce your own folio
to share with family and friends.

Manage digital images
Photographic composition,
form and perspective
8 sessions (3 hrs)
Learn composition, framing, form, shape and
perspective to create more dynamic photos.

8 sessions (3 hrs)
Process and edit digital images using Adobe software
including data management, image editing. Explore and
be “affected” by the beauty of the photographic print.

Creating mood with light
Location, lighting and people photography
Delivered over a weekend, on location
Photograph on location and discover what it’s like to
complete a series of short assignment briefs involving
people and landscape. Your teacher will be there to
provide guidance and feedback.

Students that complete the Creative Certificate gain
prior learning credits towards the Pro Certificate course.

Delivered over a weekend, location and studio lighting
Discover and explore the light and shadows in the
fabulous spaces of Melbourne! An intensive practical
program working with light and photographic technique.

Students that complete the Pro Certificate gain prior learning
credits towards the accredited Advanced Diploma of Photography.
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